he proceeded to the cafeteria area and remembers that he arrived around 11:12 a.m. I provided Jacob with a map of the cafeteria area and asked him if he could remember which table he sat at. After looking at the map he stated he was sitting at table FF. After identifying where Jacob was seated, I then asked if he recalls seeing two large duffle bags or gym type bags. I described one as being blue in color and the other being an orange/brown bag, which were located in the cafeteria near where he was seated. Jacob stated that he did not see the bags, nor did he see anyone bring the bags in.

Jacob stated that once he reached the table he placed his backpack on top of the table, basically saving his seat at the table, at which time he went to the food service line. After picking up his food and returning to the table, Jacob stated that he was facing west and could see out the west windows of the cafeteria. He describes hearing a loud explosion, which came from the parking lot, then describes a large “plume” of smoke coming from a car, stating that he believed it was some type of car bomb. Shortly after hearing this, he remembers seeing the teacher, Dave Sanders, come running in the northwest doors of the cafeteria, telling the students to get down under their tables.

Jacob was asked if he could recall who else was sitting at the table with him during this incident. He stated that Chris Donnally, telephone number (303) 972-8086, Tim Miller, telephone number (303) 979-0720, Jeff Morrison, telephone number unknown, Pat Vassar, telephone number (303) 933-9341, Kyle Hayes, telephone number (303) 979-0856, Austin Steckler, telephone number (303) 933-1502, and John Strohie, telephone number unknown, were also seated at the table. Jacob describes that while he was on the floor under his table, they started to hear gunfire coming from outside the building, at which time students started to exit from the cafeteria. He stated that as he was leaving he remembers grabbing his backpack and he started to run east towards the stairs out of the cafeteria. As he went up the stairs to the main level of the school, he remembers that he started running down the east hall near the math rooms, away from the library. Jacob stated that in the mass confusion he was pushed and he fell to the ground. After he picked himself up off the floor he proceeded down one of the halls near the math rooms where he entered the math room just to the east of Ms. McWilliams’ room. Also in the math room was a student by the name of Mike Kellogg, and another unidentified male.

Jacob stated that they did not remain in the math room for very long and he remembers just after the fire alarm sounded that himself and the other occupants inside the room quickly left the math room and continued east down the hall, out of the school.
where they ended up in Leaewood Park. Jacob stated in the confusion and in his escape out of the school that he left his backpack in themath room. He described the backpack as being black in color, brand name was Northface. He stated he had a calculator Pro Tractor, several of his school books, and several papers with his name on them inside the backpack.

I asked Jacob if he saw any gunman while he was in Columbine High School. He stated he did not. I also reconfirmed that he did not see the two duffle bags or sports bags that I described earlier, which were located in the cafeteria.

Jacob was asked if he knew Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold. He stated he did not know those individuals and he did not know any other members who associated themselves with the “Trench Coat Mafia.” I asked if there were any rumors heard at school which would reference anything was going to occur on April 20th. He stated that he did not hear anything and had no additional information to provide. Jacob was also asked if he knew that Eric Harris had a website. He stated he did not, and again told me he didn’t know much about the individuals at all.

Jacob was asked to describe his dress on the incident date. He stated he was wearing a black and brownish gold flannel shirt, khaki carpenter jeans, and he had white tennis shoes on. Jacob was asked if he left any other additional items at the school other than his backpack. He stated he did not.

After completing my interview with Jacob, I had him document where he was seated in the cafeteria and his exit route out of the school. A copy of that map is attached to this supplemental report.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Prior to leaving Jacob’s residence, I asked his mother and his step-father if they had any questions or any additional information for me. Sheryl Coisman proceeded to tell me about some individuals that live directly behind them to the west, identifying them as the Sowder’s, in particular Jonathon and Melissa, who both attend Columbine High School. She stated that she was talking with a neighbor, Bionca Thompson, who lives at 5235 West Portland Drive, Littleton, Colorado, telephone number (303) 979-7370, on Sunday, April 25, 1999. Sheryl Coisman stated that Bionca Thompson told her that neither Jonathon or Melissa Sowder
attended school on April 20, 1999 and they have no idea why they did not attend school. She also proceeded to tell Sheryl that she had heard a rumor about the neighborhood, that Melissa Sowder told some person that she knew two weeks prior to the incident at Columbine High School that something was going to happen on that day. Bionca Thompson went on to tell Sheryl that she had contacted the JCSO and reported this information and had no idea if it had been followed up.

The Sowder’s live at 5256 West Portland Drive, Littleton, Colorado, home telephone number (303) 972-4249. Jonathon and Melissa’s parents are Steven and Diane Sowder.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**

FBI case number 174A-DN-57419. Information control number 1530.

**DISPOSITION:** Case open, pending further investigation.
WITNESS:

RUSSELL HENCKE, DOB: 06-09-83

303-979-0075

INVESTIGATION:

On 06-17-99, at about 10:25 a.m., I telephoned Hencke at his residence, 303-979-0075, concerning the incident that occurred at Columbine High School on 04-20-99.

Hencke stated that he was in the cafeteria of the Columbine High School at 11:10 a.m. on 04-20-99. Hencke stated that he was with Jeff Barrett, Steven Poole, and Matt Connelly. Hencke stated that they were seated in the first row of tables by the serving line, but could not remember exactly which table.

Hencke stated that after about ten minutes at approximately 11:20, he heard a teacher, Mr. Sanders, come into the cafeteria and yell to students to get down, at which time they did. Hencke stated that after a few minutes, there was a mad rush for the stairways that lead toward the library to which they all proceeded to follow each other. Hencke stated that they ran toward the auditorium, then near the gym and exited the north west side of the school, believed to be in the Art Department area. Hencke stated that they ran toward Clement Park to the area where the students parked that are not allowed to park on school grounds. Hencke stated that he heard two to three gunshots while he was in the cafeteria, but did not see any individual shooting, nor did he see anybody in trench coats that day.

Hencke stated that just prior to leaving, he heard the fire alarm go off in the school.

Hencke stated that he had no further information concerning the incident at Columbine High School.
CONTROL NUMBER #2708
CBI NUMBER 991-0185
FBI NUMBER 4-DN-57419
JEFFERSON COUNTY S.O. NUMBER 99-7625

REPORTING AGENT:
   Linda R. HOLLOWAY
   CBI
   590 Kipling
   Denver, Colorado 80215
   (303) 239-4218

WITNESS:
   JASON HENSLEY
   DOB 08/16/83
   5754 SOUTH WEBSTER STREET APT #101
   Littleton, Colorado 80128
   (303) 932-6833

FATHER: ROBERT HENSLEY
MOTHER: LINDA HENSLEY

WHEN INTERVIEWED:
   MAY 14, 1999 10:30 a.m.
   Telephone interview

ACTION TAKEN:

On May 14, 1999 the Reporting Agent Linda R. HOLLOWAY contacted Jason HENSLEY by telephone after speaking with his mother the evening before. Jason was asked to relate the events, as he could recall, of what he did and saw on April 20, 1999. He stated that his mother, Linda, arriving just before 1st period, drove him to school. His first class was gym, followed by English in the Language Arts wing, mathematics for the 3rd period and Spanish for 4th period.

He then went to A Lunch in the cafeteria. He sat near the Rebel store (around Table B) with Ben JOHNSON, David SCHULTE, and MATT FRIEND. There were two tables of his friends in that area. He left his backpack on the ledge when he exited the cafeteria after the incident started. The first thing unusual that he remembers is when Matt FRIEND got up. He at first thought that a fight had broken out when he heard someone say that there was someone with a gun.

Jason HENSLEY got under a table when instructed by a janitor. He was under the table for only a very short time when he and Ben JOHNSON ran out the door by the Rebel store and into the parking lot. He stated that it was not the senior parking lot that they ran through, but the lot adjacent to the senior's lot. He ran to a near house.

He never saw the two large duffel bags or anyone carrying them into the cafeteria.

He does not know any of the members of the TCM nor would he recognize them. He left behind his blue backpack on the west ledge which contained his math, Spanish vocabulary and assignment books, a calculator and various folders.
He was wearing blue jeans and a blue sweater that day. Other items owned by him and left at Columbine High School in his gym locker are white Adidas tennis shoes and gym clothing. He has a school locker that has a science book among other miscellaneous school items.

He does have access to the Internet and his screen name is "Credso2". He didn't know what an ICQ account is.

He didn't recall seeing or hearing any unusual announcements prior to the shooting, nor did he remember the "thought for the day".

He doesn't know anyone with a "double pierced eyebrow."

He didn't see any gunmen nor see anyone shot. There was no other significant information gleaned from the interview.

Agent Linda R. HOLLOWAY

 obst
Brianna Hernandez
7762 W. Ottawa Pl.
Littleton, CO., 80127
303/904-3516

CHS student, cafeteria witness.

On May 17, 1999, this investigator met with Brianna Hernandez at her residence. Present during the interview was her mother.

Brianna advised that on the day of the incident, she arrived in the cafeteria at approximately 11:15 a.m. having come from her residence as she had no fourth hour class. She was shown a sketch of the cafeteria and indicated that she had been seated at the table marked "U." She said others at her table were: Gina Rohde and Sarah Roasberry. She had only first names for the following: Sarah, Nichole, Emily, and Veronica.

She stated that she observed no unusual activity in the cafeteria. She went over to the vending machines and that is when she first heard some noise which she was unable to identify. She said at that point, Mr. Sanders, who was by the service counter was telling everyone there to get down. Brianna said that she then heard what she thought was a gunshot coming from outside the cafeteria, possibly by the courtyard. She stated that she saw Dusty
Hoffschneider get up from his table (JJ) and together, they ran up the stairs to the upper level of the school. She believes that she saw an individual wearing a black trench coat outside of the Rebel Corner just as they started up the stairs. She could provide no other details about the person. She said that she ran down the hallway which is between the math and social studies hall, out the door at its east end, and into Leawood Park. After a short while, she left the park and found refuge in a nearby residence.

Brianna advised that she did not know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold personally, but did know who they were and would recognize them when she would see them at school. She said she did know [redacted] from having classes with them. She stated that she knew [redacted] "pretty well," as he was a presiding officer of the student congress. She advised that she would frequently see him during fourth hour in the library. She stated that [redacted] seemed to be a "nice guy," but did not know him well.

She stated that she knew of no rumors relating to this incident. She said she was aware that the day was designated as "4.20" a code meaning it was national smoking day - a "party day."

Investigation continues.
**UPDATED APRIL 28, 1999**

TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINE

MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria?  
2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time?  
3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing? What did they say? Were they with anyone else?  
4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school?  
5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting?  
6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday or Tuesday? How about the prior week or weekend?  
7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.?  
8. What were you wearing? Did you have a back pack? What did it look like and/or have in it?  
9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave?  
10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)?  
11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if known).  
12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the outside of the building?  
13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (aka: I seek you similar to a chat line) account?  
14. Do you know anybody with a "double pierced eyebrow"?  
15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the "Thought of the day was" over the Rebel News Network (RNN)?  
16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia?  
17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?  

---

Brianna Hernandez  CW 2009
SUBJECT: Hill, Matthew  W/M  dob: 12/17/82

7812 West Glasgow Place
Littleton, CO 80128
303-948-8275

Pam Hill (mother)
7812 West Glasgow Place
Littleton, CO 80128
303-948-8275
303-794-2020 (wk)

Greg Hill (Father)
7812 West Glasgow Place
Littleton, CO 80128
303-948-8275
303-978-0615 x224 (wk)

OBSERVATION/INVESTIGATION:
On 5/13/99, at 0930 hours, I interviewed Matthew Hill at his home. I had previously obtained permission from his mother.

Matthew stated he drove to school and parked in Clement Park on 4/20/99. He arrived between 0745 and 0750 hours and entered the school through the main entrance. He stated he saw nothing unusual going on outside.

Matthew stated he had seen Kleboid and Harris around the school before, but he did not know them. He was
aware of the trench coat mafia group. He stated he did not see Klebold or Harris at all that day. He stated the TCM's usually hang out in the cafeteria in one certain area, but he was not sure if they were there that day or not.

Matthew has Spanish for his first hour class, he is a student assistant in the main office for his second hour class, English for his third hour class, and Science for his fourth hour class. He stated he entered the cafeteria at approximately 1112 hours by walking down the stairs. He stated he went immediately to the lunch line and got his food, and then sat down. Matthew indicated on the attached diagram the route that he took to the cafeteria, and that he sat at table F. He stated approximately three minutes later, a friend by the name of Ben Shumann walked over and told them that someone had just got shot outside. He stated Ben was very serious about this. He then heard some “pops” and half of the cafeteria got down on the floor.

Matthew stated the janitor ran along the south end of the cafeteria yelling for everybody to get down! He heard more pops and then people started to run from the west end of the cafeteria to the east. He stated some of them were sliding on the floor on their stomachs. He stated kids started to jump over tables and over other people and there was a panicked atmosphere in the cafeteria.

Matthew stated that as he was going upstairs he heard gunfire hit the railings around the stairs. He stated he thought the gunmen were shooting towards the group going upstairs, as bullets hit the mural that is on the wall of the stairway.

Matthew stated that once he got to the upper level, he began to walk down the hallway eastbound. He stated he became calm at this point and didn't feel like anything was going to happen to him. I asked if there was a reason for this and he that he felt that God was with him and would keep him safe. He then told me that he is a religious person.
He stated on his way out, he heard a lot of spontaneous “pops”. He left out of the building through the southeast door, upper level, and went to Leawood Park. He stated he was in the park for five to ten minutes. He heard more gunfire and teachers told the group to get further away from the school. He stated he was out there for approximately four hours. As he waited, he heard gunfire that sounded like it was in the distance.

Matthew stated he did not see any duffle bags in the cafeteria. He stated he’s left his black Eddie Bauer backpack in the cafeteria, and that it contained two notebooks, a math folder, social studies book, and his Bible. He was wearing a bright orange shirt and khaki cargo pants.

Matthew stated he has seen someone around the school with a double pierced eyebrow, but he couldn’t remember who it was. He had no idea if it was a male or female. Matthew also did not know what the thought the day was.

Detective’s Signature/Number/Date

Sergeant’s Signature/Number/Date
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**Denver Police Department**

**STATEMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name Last, First, Middle Initial</th>
<th>Making Statement as:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill, James</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Street Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7374 W. Colfax Pl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>80215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residence Phone</th>
<th>Business Phone</th>
<th>Social Security No.</th>
<th>Date of Birth / Serial No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(303) 477-6903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Street Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Officer Taking Statement</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. Bowman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94-15</td>
<td>0420.44</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conceming an incident occurring at: Location where statement taken:

**Summary of Statement:**

I was in the commons when lots of people started getting down and hiding, we then ran into the foreign language hall, all the way to the end and hiding classroom. While there, we heard three loud blasts (Rifles or bombs?) and were then instructed by a teacher to go out the door at the end of the hall and run across the parking lot and into the gym in the 8th grade school on the corner of Park.

Witness has very limited vision, stated he saw no one with weapons or shots. Witness ran with other students from the commons area -- directed by teachers.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

JC-001-003323

Date: [Signature of Person Making Statement]
Reporting investigator, P.J. Doyle, is a commissioned peace officer employed by the District Attorney in the First Judicial District serving Jefferson and Gilpin Counties. I am currently assigned to assist in interviewing witnesses from Columbine High School.

On April 29, 1999 I spoke to 11th grade student Travis James Hill.
DOB: 5-15-81
7674 W. Ontario Place
Littleton, CO 80128
303 973-1663
Dad is Larry Hill Work: 303 982-4710
Mom is Sharon Hill Work: 982-4710

Travis's father was present during the interview.

Travis told me the following:
Travis is legally blind, color blind and light sensitive. He can see ten feet. Much past that, he loses fine detail and definition.

Travis was at school all morning from 6:46 am. He left somewhere between 11:25 and 11:35.

Travis was sitting a bit outside of the cafeteria, in the building. See diagram where "me" is marked. He had a view of tables e, s, w and x. The tables were 50 to 60 feet away.

He had been sitting on the floor. He'd just finished his sandwich and was drinking a can of pop, just watching people right in front of him. He heard somebody yelling. There were no words, kind of like a low scream. He said that it's very loud in the cafeteria during lunch with people talking and dishes clattering. He then heard people running, like a bunch of feet stamping. He heard someone say, "Oh God." People started running over by where he was. People started hiding behind the stone pillar, the Pepsi machine and around by where he was. Travis went to people at the Pepsi machine and asked what was going on. Somebody said that somebody was shooting people. Travis didn't hear gunfire. He could hear people saying to get down. He could now hear screaming from by the windows. He said that pretty much everybody in this section "mass turned" and went down the main hallway by the foreign language section. He said that he leaned down to get his back pack. As he leaned, he could see the lower landing. He saw someone. He couldn't tell if it was male or female, a gunman or a student. He couldn't tell what they were wearing. This person was running up the stairs.

Travis said that at the end of the foreign language hall, there is an indentation before the class. There, he heard someone say, "Don't go outside. Someone is throwing bombs." Travis went into an alcove and then into the last room on the end. He and two other girls (unknown who), went in and got under the table on the east sides of the room. He still had his back pack. He handed his back
pack to someone to get it out of the way. He's not sure, but thinks they were in that room for two to five minutes.

Travis said that while under the table, he heard gun shots. He said the shots fired once, then again in two or three seconds. He said that the shots sounded like they were coming from the library. He's heard gun shots at camp and on the 4th of July. He said that what he heard sounded like gun shots. He thinks that Miss Kelly may have been in the room with him. He saw her later and recognized her shoes. She was trying to dial 911.

Someone said that it was clear and told everyone to run out to the emergency door and straight across the sidewalk. He got up and left his pack pack in that room.

Travis said that going across the parking lot he saw Leigh Camens, a student. She had on big clunky sandals, and she jumped over the wall. There was another girl in a leg brace. He helped her. They went past the fence.

Travis went to the seminary. Other people were there. Chris Stafford, another student, a junior, was at the seminary school. Chris's 5th hour class is at the seminary and he was there during the shooting. Travis said that he was in the seminary about 3 hours, give or take a half hour.

Travis said that the name of TCM was given to the group by other kids because of the trench coats they wore. He said that the TCM just sort of adopted the name.

I spoke briefly with Sharon Hill, Travis's mother. She didn't remember where she heard it, but she heard that one of the wounded boys saw 4 to 5 kids taking bombs out of their back packs and throwing them around. She had no further information.

Team Four guideline questions attached to this report. Also attached is a diagram of the cafeteria and a hand drawn diagram.
No further information at this time.
1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria? NO

2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time? Track bags are like duffel bags - limp bags like holding clothes.

3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing?
   What did they say? Were they with anyone else?

4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school? Back pack in very end foreign language room. Last time I was there.

5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting? By himself - see diagram.

6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday? Tuesday? How about the prior week or weekend? In Commons (Cafeteria) walking down the hall.
   Desert Island? It was.

7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.? NO.

8. What were you wearing? Did you have a back pack? What did it look like and/or have in it? Black 5.0 L. Grey UNC T-Shirt - camouflaged\(\text{\textdagger}\) phone.

9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave? See report.

10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)? 11:15 from the drawing room in the art hall.
**UPDATED APRIL 28, 1999**

TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINE
MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if known)?

12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the outside of the building?

13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (aka: I seek you / similar to a chat line) account? Have access thru parent account?

14. Do you know anybody with a "double pierced eyebrow"? NO

15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the "Thought of the day was" over the Rebel News Network (RNN)?

16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia?

17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?

Krista Hanley Jr. knew some of the people.

Know people in the group.

Pauline Colby

Kristin Thebold

A friend who's home from college now. Sara H. bschweiler 979-3641. Went to Comic Shop. Sara goes to college in Ft. Lewis in Durango.
Erin Powell Hoffman, DOB 04/08/1984, 6565 West Hoover Place, Littleton, Colorado, telephone (303) 795-8457, was interviewed at her home in the presence of her parents, Raina Powell and Monty Hoffman by Special Agent (SA) Ricky V. Wright regarding the incident that took place on 04/20/1999 at Columbine High School. After being advised as to the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, Hoffman provided the following information:

At approximately 11:10 am, Hoffman got out of English class and proceeded to her locker, locker #1090. From her locker, Hoffman went to the cafeteria. Hoffman's lunch time officially started at 11:15 am. Hoffman set her green Jansport bookbag at the lunchroom table (marked EE on diagram sketch) and then went to the cafeteria restroom. When she returned from the restroom, she sat down at the table to talk to her friends. Hoffman was sitting at the table with her back to the kitchen. Hoffman cannot remember everyone who was sitting at the table, but does remember that Kim Anderson, Jamie Klement, Kristin Cardwell, and Elizabeth Nolan were at her table. Cardwell set her book bag to Hoffman's right, but was in line at the kitchen when the commotion started. Hoffman does not remember if anyone was sitting to her left.

Shortly after she sat down, Hoffman heard William Sanders yell for everyone to get down. Sanders was crouched just outside the teachers lounge. Hoffman did not know what was wrong, but got under the table. Everyone else got down as well and those students who were closest to the windows started crawling away. Hoffman remembers seeing Nathan Vauderhau crawl by her table. Everyone stayed down for less than a minute and then got up and started screaming and running in all directions. Some of the students ran down the foreign language hall and others ran into the auditorium. Hoffman ran up the stairs to the main level and then ran down the hall toward the math hall, which is in the opposite direction of the library. While running Hoffman could hear shots being fired from somewhere outside the cafeteria by the teachers lounge.

Once in the math area, Hoffman and three boys from the cafeteria ran into a class room in the southwest corner of the
math hall. They warned the teacher and the students in the classroom that shots had been fired and everyone in the classroom got down under the desks. After a few minutes, the fire alarm went off, but no one left the room. A few minutes later a teacher came and opened the door and told everyone to get out of the building. Everyone in the classroom exited out the door or the southwest corner of the math hall. They then ran across Pierce Street to Leawood Park.

Hoffman never saw any of the gunmen. Hoffman did not remember seeing any large duffle bags sitting in the cafeteria. Hoffman said it was not unusual for students to be carrying large duffle bags containing sporting equipment. Hoffman does not know who was sitting at the table behind her (marked RR on diagram sketch). Hoffman believes that Sarah Brown, Ben Smith, Jami Amo, Joe Dreaden, and Seth Dubois were also in the cafeteria at the time of the incident.

Hoffman did not know Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold, or any of the other members of the Trenchcoat Mafia.

That day, Hoffman was wearing black shoes, a black skirt, a white t-shirt, and a blue cardigan.

A description of Hoffman is as follows:

- Race: white
- Sex: female
- Height: 5'4"
- Weight: 115 pounds
- Hair: blonde
- Eyes: blue
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Defendant: (Columbine shooting)  Docket Number: 99AO62 (O)
Date:  043099  Case Number:  99-7625
Deputy D.A.:  Investigator: Mike Heylin

*****************************

WITNESS:

Dusty Hoffschneider  DOB:  041982
7278 S. Gray Ct.
Littleton, CO  80123
303-904-8364
c/c mother; Nancy (w) 303-932-6027
     father: Rocky (w) 303-922-7300
     (c) 303-598-6416
-CHS student, in cafeteria at table JJ, no suspect or duffel bag info

INVESTIGATION:

On April 30, 1999 at 0800 hours I contacted Dusty Hoffschneider at his home for an interview. Both his parents were present. Dusty then told me the following:

* He is a sophomore at Columbine High.

* When asked about Eric Harris, he said that he has never seen him before and did not know his name. The same went for Dylan Klebold.

* He has heard of [redacted] and thought he was a student associated with the trench coat students. He also thought he was the one who always wore a green beret. He described the wearer of the green beret as a white male, 6', 160, thin with brownish-blond
hair past the ears, unknown if facial hair. When asked if that male
might be a      , he said he was not sure.

* He does not know any other person in that trench coat group.

* He has heard of the name, "Trench Coat Mafia" before and
  thought they were "no big deal." He would see them hanging out in
  the cafeteria behind the stairs.

* He said a friend of his named Greg Barns told him that two or
  three trench coat students missed a class he had with them on the
day of the shooting.

* When asked if he saw any of the trench coat students or the
  students whose names are mentioned above at the school the day of
  the shooting he said no.

* He saw no items out of place that day at school and in the
  cafeteria. When asked specifically, he said he did not see any
  duffle bags.

* After his 4th hour math class, 11:10 a.m., he went to his
  locker nearby and then down the stairs to the cafeteria. He dropped
  his backpack off at a table. He looked at the diagram and thought
  it was table JJ. (This matched the location his pack was found.)
  He then went to Rebel Corner for a soda. He came back to the table
  and sat there for lunch with; Joey Millazo, Josh Bushman, Pat
  Simmington, Brad Pesicka, Ryan Ezzie, Mike Leary and Dominic
  Desavelo.

* He said around 11:20 a.m. four kids came running in the west
door to the cafeteria and said that, "Someone got shot." He said
  teachers started to run around telling everyone to get down. He
  said Mr. Sanders ran in front of the lunch line from the west and
  over to the stairs.
* He got down by his table and saw smoke out in the parking lot to the west.

* He was wearing cargo shorts, sandals, and a blue polo shirt.

* He did not think the situation was serious. He then walked to the kitchen and entered via a door on the east side. He was with Pat, Josh, and Dominic. He saw that there were a lot of people "piling" into the back storage room off the kitchen. They then were standing in the kitchen and heard two big explosions. Smoke was then coming into the kitchen.

* They stayed in the kitchen for a few minutes and then crawled west through the kitchen to the west cafeteria door. He said that 10 minutes had passed by then.

* As they were going out that west door, they had to step over a wounded boy who was on his stomach in the doorway. He saw two more wounded kids in the area of the bottom of the outside stairs to the hill. They went up the stairs and saw another wounded kid up by the top of the stairs.

* They ran up the hill and encountered a cop who told them to run back south through the lot. They eventually ended up in Clement Park.

* He heard several gunshots while in the kitchen. He then smelled gunpowder. He knew this smell as he is an avid hunter.

* He never saw the suspects. He did see that there were several students still huddled in the southwest corner of the cafeteria as they were leaving.

This concluded my interview with Dusty Hoffschneider.

[Signature]

Investigator

[Signature]

Date

JC-001-003339
ASSOCIATED CASE REPORT NUMBERS:

Jefferson County Sheriffs C.R.: 99-7625
FBI Control Number: 174A-DIV-57419

SUBJECT: Hohn, Lacey Marie
DOB: 12/17/83
6342 South Spotwood Street
Littleton, CO 80120
(303) 794-7067
PARENT:
Candy Fisher

OBSERVATION / INVESTIGATION:

On April 28, 1999 I was assigned to interview Lacey Marie Hohn. Lacey is a student at Columbine and was possibly in the cafeteria at the time of the shootings. Also Lacey may have seen the shooters. I contacted Ms. Candy Fisher, Lacey's mother, and made an appointment to interview her on April 29, 1999 at 1000 hours.

On April 29th at 0950 hours I arrived at 6342 South Spotwood Street and conducted the interview with Lacey Hohn.

Lacey said that she had been in the cafeteria on April 20th. She continued to say that she arrived in the cafeteria at about 11:00AM. She advised that she was sitting at one of the tables identified as "P", "O", "Y", or "Z" she was not exactly sure, but thought she was seated at the table identified as "O" on the diagram marked HORN I. Lacey continued to relate that she was sitting with:

(1) Jane
(2) Candice
(3) Nicole
(4) Katie

Lacey could not provide the last names of the subjects. Lacey advised that she did not see any duffel bag on the cafeteria floor when she arrived in the cafeteria. However, she related that there were many back packs on the floor when she got to her table. Lacey confirmed that she did leave her back pack in the cafeteria and described it as a yellow "wolf creek" and it contained some binders. She said that she had just put her books in her locker before going to the cafeteria.
Lacey reported that the first she knew there might be a problem was when all of the kids sitting in the north-west corner of the cafeteria began jumping under the tables. At about this same time she looked out of the window and observed Dylan (Klebold) shoot a girl with a shot gun. Lacey stated she actually observed the shooting. She continued to say that the victim must have been on the ground as Dylan was leaning over when he fired the gun. This shooting occurred outside of the west cafeteria exit. Lacey stated that after the shooting she left her table and started toward the victim to see if she could help her, however, before going too far she paused and then retreated. She advised that she met Anthony Curoso and told him some had been shot. Lacey advised she left the cafeteria by way of the lower level of the auditorium. Lacey said she believed the person who was shot outside the cafeteria was Rachel Scott.

Lacey stated that she went up the stairs in the north-east corner of the auditorium to the upper (main) level of the auditorium. Once in the upper level she and a boy she knew as "Scott" started to leave by way of the north-east auditorium door. As Scott opened the door they were fired upon from the west end of the hall. Lacey continued to say that they broke and ran across the hall, and at this time she saw two shooters at the junction of the north main level hall way and the library hall. She reported that she recognized one of the shooters as Dylan (Klebold) but she did not get a good enough look at the second person to know who he was. She advised that the second was wearing a black coat, not a trench coat but more like a jacket, and black pants. She advised that Dylan was wearing a black trench coat. Lacey said that they ran across the north hall and into the gym hall and while doing so were fired upon by the shooters.

Lacey said that they went into the gym where the girls dance combo was and then hid in the wrestling room for about five minutes. Then they exited the school by way of the weight room. She ran into Clement park where she located her sister Penny. They waited for a friend, Carrie, and when Carrie arrived they all got into Evan's car and drove Evan's friend (Will) house. Lacey did not know Evan or Will's last name. She said that Carrie said she (Carrie) had walked out of the west main level door on her way to the "smokers pit" when she walked by two of the shooters who were about ready to enter the school. Lacey advised that she believes that Dylan walked up the outside stairs from the cafeteria entrance to the west, north hall entrance, and from there he and the second shooter entered the school. Lacey continued to say that Carrie said one of the shooters, she walked by, was wearing a white t-shirt and the second one was wearing a black trench coat and had a gun in his belt. Carrie related she thought the gun was a toy. Lacey identified Carrie as CARRIE KLAPPER she also provided a phone number of (303) 973-9241 for Carrie. Lacey identified to of the girls she met in the gym as Jessica Jones and Erin Brickley. Lacey also stated that she believed that the school principal was also standing in the gym hall.

Lacey stated that she could not provide any information as to who might have brought bombs into the school or had provided the guns. She continued to say that she has no contact with the Trench Coat Mafia and had heard no rumors about pending trouble on the thirtieth. She continued to say that she was not familiar with the suspects computer names as she does not have a computer and does not use the internet.
Lacey looked through a series of photographic line ups and identified photo number three, in the display marked "#1" by this detective. She identified this person as Dylan. Lacey continued to look through the rest of the photographic displays but was not able to identify any of the other people displayed as the second person who had fired on her. She did say that the person depicted in photo number three was the same person who had shot the victim outside of the cafeteria. Lacey reported that she just did not get that clear of a look at the second shooter. She also said that the pictures in the displays were very old.

We obtained a phone number of (303) 471-2752. US West shows the phone number given for Carrie Klapper (973-9241) was issued to Gary L. Klapper at 8946 W. Prentice Ave. Littleton. The number provided for Evan is a non-published number.
Witness:
Hollingsworth, Malynda, dob: 3/6/84
6026 West Cross Drive
Littleton, CO 80128
Ph: 303-973-6229

CONTROL NUMBER: 2417

INVESTIGATION:
On 5/3/99, Investigator Reker and I met with Malynda Hollingsworth at her residence, reference the Columbine shooting. I explained to Malynda why we were there and asked if she could show on a diagram that I presented to her, where she was sitting the day of the shooting. Malynda pointed out table "VIM" and placed an "x" where she was sitting at that table. I asked Malynda to explain what had happened on that day. Malynda said that she was in the cafeteria at about 11:25 a.m. and she heard, what she believed, to be shots fired in the cafeteria area. I asked Malynda where the shots came from and she said she believed by the windows at the end of the cafeteria. Malynda pointed to windows which are on the rounded wall of the cafeteria in the sketch. Malynda said she then heard someone yell "Duck" and to get under the table, which she did. Malynda said she then heard more shots and at this time Mr. Andres, Jr., told everyone to go to the auditorium. Malynda said they left the cafeteria and ran to the auditorium. Malynda said once in the auditorium, she ran towards the front of the auditorium and she heard someone pounding on the back door of the auditorium, trying to get in. I asked if she heard anyone say anything and she said, no, she did not. I asked her how long she was in the auditorium and she said approximately 15 or 20 minutes. Malynda said after being in the auditorium a short time, Mr. Andres, Jr., told everyone to run out of the auditorium. I asked Malynda how they left the auditorium. She said they ran through a hallway, which is by the cafeteria, to the hill outside of the school. I asked Malynda if she saw anyone shooting in the cafeteria or anywhere in the school and she said no, she did not. I asked her if she saw any type of explosives in the school and she said the only thing she remembered seeing was "black stuff" on the floor. When asked where she saw the "black stuff", she said in the lunch room and in the hallway. I asked Malynda if she could explain what the "black stuff" was and she said it looked like something that would come from a pipe bomb. I asked if she had ever seen this type of material before and she said, no, she had not. I asked her if anyone shot at her and she said no, they did not.

I asked Malynda if she saw anyone carry two duffel bags into the cafeteria and she said, no. I then asked if she had seen two duffel bags in the cafeteria and she again said no. I asked Malynda if she knows who Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold were and she said "no". I asked Malynda if she had left anything in the cafeteria and she said just her "word wise" and her "lunch". I asked Malynda if she knew any of the Trench Coat Mafia members and she said "no". I asked her if she had heard any information since that day reference bomb making, buying guns or other suspects and she said "no". I asked what she was wearing or at that day and she said she does not remember.
I asked her if she had any information on the Trench Coat Mafia that would help us in our investigation, and she said "no" that she didn't even know who they were. I asked Malynda if she had any other information that would help and she said "no".

At this time, I gave Malynda my business card and asked that she call with any further information and she said that she would.

DISPOSITION: Open.
WITNESS:
Holton, Sarah  Dob: 2/15/83
7013 S. Kendall Ct.
Littleton, CO 80128
Ph: 303-972-4292

CONTROL NUMBER: 2712

INVESTIGATION:
On 5/14/99, I met with Sarah Holton at her residence, reference the Columbine shooting. I asked Sarah if she was in the cafeteria at the time of the shooting and she said, yes, she was. I showed Sarah a diagram of the cafeteria and asked her if she could circle the table where she was sitting. Sarah circled table "KK" and placed an "x" where she had been sitting. I asked Sarah if she could tell me what happened that day. Sarah said she was sitting with some friends at the table when she heard screaming coming from the area of table "UU". Sarah said she heard someone say to get down underneath the tables. Sarah said she got down and then raised her head and looked out the window and saw smoke outside. Sarah said she then heard, what she believed to be, an explosion outside. Sarah said after the explosion she heard someone yell "get up and start running". Sarah said she did get up and run down the hall next to the cafeteria, to the door to Leewood Park. I asked Sarah if she saw anyone with any type of explosives and she said, no. I asked Sarah if she saw two large duffle bags in the cafeteria and she said, no. I asked her if she had seen anyone carrying or in possession of large duffle bags and she again said, "No". I asked Sarah if she remembered seeing Eric or Dylan on Monday or Tuesday and she said, no, she did not see them. I asked her if she left anything behind in the cafeteria and she said she left a blue Eddie Bauer backpack with her school books at the table in the cafeteria where she was sitting. I asked her if she had talked to anyone from the Trench Coat Mafia on either Monday or Tuesday and she said, "No". I asked her what she was wearing that day and she said she had jeans on, a white shirt, and a blue, gray and white striped shirt. I asked Sarah what hallway she ran down when she left the building and she said it was the one next to the main hallway. I asked Sarah if she uses the Internet and she said yes, she does. I asked what her screen name is and she said "Shroom space 719 space AOL space D.comm". I asked if she knows anyone with a double pierced eyebrow and she said, "No". I asked her if she remembers seeing or hearing any unusual announcements prior to the shooting that morning and she said, no, she did not. I asked if there’s any further information that she could provide reference the Trench Coat Mafia and she said, "No". I asked Sarah if she had any further information reference the shooting that day and she said nothing that she could think of at the moment. I asked if she has heard any rumors or talked to anyone about any other suspects or making of bombs. She said no, she has not heard anything about anyone besides Eric and Dylan. I gave Sarah a business card and asked that she call me with any further information. At this time the interview with Sarah was concluded.
The following students were at the table in the cafeteria with Sarah:
Sara Cain
Laura Van Han
Ann Marie Patricca
Christine Rower

DISPOSITION: Open
INTRODUCTION WITH SEAN HOOKER
8129 W. FREMONT AVE
303-978-0125

ON 4-26-99, Inv Reker did conduct an interview with Sean Hooker, wherein Hooker related that he was in the lunchroom eating when a janitor yelled to get down and then an explosion occurred, and everybody began to run. Hooker ran into the hallway that goes to the auditorium and then to Clement Park.

Hooker also states that he observed a white male with a mask on his head with a black coat in the area of the west entrance door to the kitchen area and cafeteria.

Hooker was unable to provide a detailed description of the person and Hooker did not observe any persons with a large duffel bag or backpacks in the cafeteria.

Hooker did not hear the gunman speak, nor did he know the gunman.

At this point the interview was concluded.
WITNESS:
Huff, Michelle, DOB: 5/29/82
6882 W. Ida Drive #413
Littleton, CO 80123
Ph: 303-738-3568

CONTROL NUMBER: 3333

INVESTIGATION:
On 5/18/99, I met with Michelle Huff at her residence reference the shooting at Columbine High School. I asked Michelle if she was in the cafeteria on the day of the shooting and she said, yes, she was. I brought out a sketch of the cafeteria and asked her to show me where she was in the cafeteria. Michelle said that she was not seated at a table, but was standing next to one by the windows. I asked her what table she was next to and she said next to table “L”. She then put an “x” next to the window where she was standing. I asked Michelle if she could tell me what happened that day. Michelle said she was in the cafeteria at approximately 11:15 hours, coming from her Math class. Michelle said while standing next to the window she heard someone yell “Get off of me”. I asked her where she heard this from and she said from outside by a wall with the doors and the windows. Michelle said she looked outside and saw two males, one on top of the other and she believed that both had been shot. I asked who these males were and she said one was John Tomlin. I asked if she heard these males say anything and she said that she heard John say that one of the Trench Coat Mafia had shot him. I asked if she saw anyone shooting anyone and she said no, she did not. I asked Michelle what happened next and she said she heard gunshots and then heard a teacher tell everyone to go into the Teacher’s Lounge. where she hid by tables with other students. Michelle said that she could feel vibrations in the floor and walls from bombs exploding. I asked if she remembers how many she heard exploding and she said approximately a total of seven bombs. She said after the first bomb they heard while in the Teacher’s Lounge, they ran to the kitchen and hid in a storage room. Michelle said the janitor told them the shooters were getting closer and for them to stay in the storage room. Michelle said there was approximately 18 students in the room. I asked Michelle if anyone tried getting into the storage room while they were in there and she said there was one person trying to get in and she doesn’t know if it was a student of one of the shooters. Michelle said that person put a school ID underneat the door to show who they were, but they still did not let this person in, as they didn’t know if that was really who was there or not. I asked Michelle if she remembers whose name was on the ID and she said, no, she did not. I asked if this person ever came back trying to get in again, and she said yes, approximately three times, but they never did let the student in. I asked Michelle if she heard any other gunshots while in the storage room and she said yes, she heard numerous shots and a total of approximately seven explosions. I asked Michelle if she knew where the shooters were and she said she believed they were in the kitchen, cafeteria and the library. I asked if there were any shots fired while in the cafeteria and she said, yes. I asked Michelle how long she was in the storage room and she said approximately two hours. I asked how she got out of the storage room and she said a SWAT team got them out and had them leave through a window that had been shot out in the Teacher’s Lounge.
I asked Michelle if there was anytime while in the cafeteria that she saw who was doing the shooting or who had the bombs and she said, no, she did not. I asked Michelle if she ever saw two large duffel bags while in the cafeteria and she said, no. I asked if she saw anyone carrying or in possession of two large duffel bags and she said, no. I asked if she had been in the cafeteria prior to 11:15. Michelle said yes, she had: that she had been in the cafeteria numerous times that morning, but still did not see anything at those times. I asked her if she had seen Eric or Dylan on Monday or Tuesday and she said no. Michelle said that most of the Trench Coat Mafia friends were not there on Tuesday. I asked Michelle if she knew any of the Mafia friend's names and she said the only ones she knew were three girls, Pauline-Colby, Nicole Markham and Mydie Perry. She said these three were not at school on Tuesday. I asked if she had seen any of the other Trench Coat Mafia members on Tuesday and she said not that she can remember. I asked if she had left anything behind in the cafeteria and she said, yes, a brown purse in the area of table "L". I asked Michelle if she has heard anything from anyone else reference other suspects, making of bombs or buying of guns. She said the only thing she has heard rumored is that Nicole Markham was involved with the Trench Coat Mafia. I asked Michelle if she remembers what she was wearing that day and she said she had on pants, a jersey, a blue shirt and a wind breaker. I asked if she could provide any further information on the Trench Coat Mafia and she said no. I asked if she could provide any further information on the shooting and she said, "No". I gave Michelle a business card and asked that she call with any further information. At this time the interview with Michelle was concluded.

DISPOSITION: Open.
INTERVIEW:

Patrick Hume
8144 S. Quay WY.
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 979-6411

Subject: Columbine High School Shooting,

On 5/17/99 I interviewed Patrick Hume at his residence with his mother present. Patrick reported that he entered the cafeteria at approx. 11:15AM and he left his backpack at table BB or W and he then went to the lunch line. Patrick said John Owens, Tony Hassman were at his table. Patrick said he heard a loud explosion while he was standing in the lunch line. He said people started running through the cafeteria yelling for everyone to get down. Patrick said he crouched down under the counter at the serving line. Patrick said he ran up the stairs and then out the main entrance, and then he ran to Clement Park.

Patrick said he didn’t see any TCM or associates in or around the cafeteria before or after the incident. Patrick said he wasn’t friends with the TCM or their associates. Patrick said he didn’t see the duffel bags or anyone carrying the bags in or around the cafeteria.

Patrick said that while he was running out of the school he met up with his friend’s Mark Christner and Will Beck and they said that they saw the shooters outside.

Patrick had no further relevant information at this time.

** NO new leads generated. **

Detective: Mark Allen  Date 5/18/99  of
**UPDATED APRIL 28, 1999 **

TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINE

MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria? No
2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time? No
3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday or Tuesday? What were they doing? What did they say? Were they with anyone else? No
4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school? backpack
5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? School? Where were you sitting?
6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday? Tuesday? How about the prior week or weekend?
7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.?
8. What were you wearing? Did you have a back pack? What did it look like and/or have in it?
9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave?
10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)?
11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if known)?
12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the outside of the building?
13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (aka: I seek you / similar to a chat line) account? No
14. Do you know anybody with a “double pierced eyebrow”? No
15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the “Thought of the day was” over the Rebel News Network? No
16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia? No
17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?
Entered 11.15am Lunch Line
With John Canavan, Tony Hassman,
Let Backpack at Rego
BB on W

DN27 15
Defendant:

Date: May 6, 1999

Docket Number:

Case Number:

174A-DNS7419
CN2031

Deputy D.A.:

Investigator: Lauck

***************************************************************************

Michael Huntington
7563 W. Quarto Ave.
Littleton, CO., 80127
303/977-5708

CHS student, was in the cafeteria.

On May 5, 1999, this investigator met with Michael Huntington at his residence. Present during the interview were his parents, Kathy and Kerry Huntington.

Michael stated that he arrived in the cafeteria at approximately 11:05 a.m., having come from his fourth hour class which is off-campus. He said he had walked from that class, held in a house near the school and did not see anything unusual outside. He was shown a diagram of the cafeteria and was asked to indicate which table he had been seated at. He advised that he was not sure of the exact table, so he circled tables "M" and "BB." He said that others at his table included: Daniel Granger, Spencer Wright, Aaron Wright, Casey Jacklyn, and Seth Dubois.

Michael advised that shortly after sitting down, he heard what he thought could have been gunshots coming from outside the cafeteria, from the northwest. He said that there were a number of shots but could not say with any certainty, the number of shots. He
did believe that the shots were not in quick succession. He said there was some time between each shot. He said he then heard someone yell "get down." He did not know who that person was. He said that he ran through the cafeteria and then up the stairs to a hallway that goes east, in between the social studies area and the math area. He exited the school and ran into Clement Park. He recalled that while he had been running up the cafeteria stairs, he heard five gunshots which were in rapid order. He could not determine where they came from.

Michael was unable to provide any further information.

Investigation continues.
TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINE
MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria?  No
2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time?
3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing?  No
   What did they say? Were they with anyone else?
4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school?  No
5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting?
6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday? Tuesday? How about the
   prior week or weekend?
7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.?  No
8. What were you wearing? Did you have a back pack? What did it look like and/or have in it? Could you
    describe
9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave?  No
10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)? No
11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if
    known)?
12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the
    outside of the building?
13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (also I seek you
    similar to a chat line) account? No
14. Do you know anybody with a "double pierced eyebrow"?
15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the
    "Thought of the day was" over the Rebel News Network (RNN)? No
16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia?
17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?
On 5/5/99 I interviewed 14 year old CHS student Casey Jackman at his home in Littleton, Co. Casey's mother was present for this interview.

Casey stated that he was in the CHS cafeteria for "A" lunch which began at 11:20am on 4/20/99. He stated that he had come from science class and walked alone to the cafeteria. He arrived and ordered nachos at rebel corner. He sat down at his usual area with friends Mike Kellogg, Justin Alber and Phil Sacress. I showed Casey a drawing of the CHS cafeteria which depicted all the tables. I pointed out certain areas to help Casey understand the lay-out of this drawing. Casey pointed to table "M" near the west windows as the table he and his friends were seated at. Casey recalled he sat down with his back towards the windows, facing the cafeteria. He had just sat down when the commotion began.

He did not notice any unusually large duffle bags in the cafeteria, but stated that "everyone carries a backpack". I advised Casey I was looking specifically for a larger duffle bag. He stated he did not see this. He also stated he did not see anybody suspicious carrying a large duffle bag earlier in the day, or the previous day.

Casey stated that around 11:30am he heard "pops" behind him and everybody stood up. Casey thought there was a fight. A janitor yelled for everyone to get down, which Casey did. He recalled hearing someone say that someone had been shot. Casey was not sure who said this.
He stated everyone began to run towards the steps. Casey stood up and ran towards the steps with a large group and upstairs into the main hallway. He recalled hearing "semi automatic" gunfire behind him as he ran up the stairs. He described semi automatic gunfire as "rapid type fire". He continued straight ahead with several students, and ran out of the building through the exit doors south of the main entrance. He did not encounter any gunman while exiting the building. He ran out, crossed Pierce street to Weaver street and ran into a home somewhere on Weaver street with other students. He then left this house and ran to Seth Debious's house on Calhoun place. Seth is CHS student and a friend of Casey's.

Casey stated he did not see any gunmen as he left the building, and he did not see anybody suspicious outside the building as he left. He recalled there were many students running.

Casey left behind a yellow/blue Timberline backpack with books and a calculator in it. He was wearing a navy blue long sleeve shirt with a blue hat.

Casey had no more information on the shootings, and no information on any of the TCM members.
I went to lunch, got my lunch, sat down with my friends at a table. I took one bit and noticed that everyone was standing up. I looked over and figured it was a fight. All the guys got under the table, so I knew something was up. I kept looking and saw that a somewhat tall guy, black trench coat, black hat with brown chin length hair, was pointing it towards (knife) the ground at an angle. I heard the boom and saw the gun jerk. I got under the table and moved towards the stairs. Ten and Mr. Kraft told us to come in there weren't any explosions in the first hour but there weren't any explosions for the last 2 hours were there.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

4/20/99
3:40 P.M.

[Signature]
On 4/29/99 I interviewed 15 year old CHS student Nicole Janda at her home in Littleton, Co. Nicole's mother was present for this interview.

Nicole advised me that she was in the cafeteria at CHS when the shooting began around 11:25am. She had come to the cafeteria from the choir room to attend "A" lunch which started at 11:15am. She and Carmen Deihl walked together to their table, then to the lunch line. She sat with 5 other CHS students: Carmen Deihl, Stephanie Wise, Megan Sholembine, Kelly Carpenter and Robyn Saraphine. I provided Nicole a drawing of the cafeteria, which depicted all the tables and their location in the cafeteria. I pointed out specific areas, such as food line, kitchen and west windows of the cafeteria to give Nicole a better understanding of the lay-out in this drawing. Nicole looked at the drawing and pointed to table Z as the table she and her friends were seated at. She recalled that she was seated facing the kitchen and that Carmen was on her right. Nicole circled table Z on the drawing and initialed where she was seated.

Immediately after sitting down to eat, she saw everyone standing up to look out the west windows. She looked over and saw a tall (6') man wearing a trench coat, black backwards cap, wavy chin length brown/blonde hair pointing a gun at an angle towards the ground. Nicole saw the gun go off, describing this as a "jerking motion with smoke". She described the gun as black, about 12" long.
She got under her table with Stephanie and then ran upstairs with most of the kids running out. She ran into a science room, then into a storage room next to the science rooms. A few minutes later she heard boys laughing outside in the hallway and continued hearing gunfire and explosions. She did not recognize any voices, but believed it was 2 different people. At one point, she heard a girl screaming in the direction of the main hallway outside the science rooms.

She remained in the science storage area, hiding between 2 shelves until she was rescued by SWAT. She did not see the gunman upstairs, but did hear them laughing out in the hall.

Nicole could not say who the gunman was that she saw outside the cafeteria at 11:25am. She said it was too fast.

Nicole was wearing a black short sleeve tshirt with jeans. She left behind a green backpack with netting on the bottom and black straps. Inside were books, notebooks and a calculator.

Nicole knew of Dylan Klebold through school, but did not socialize with him. Nicole stated she did not notice any large or unusual duffle bags in the cafeteria when she arrived at 11:15am. She had no further information regarding the shootings.

[Signature]
Investigator

[Signature]
Date
LAKewood POLICE DEPARTMENT SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

REPORTING AGENT: KARLA SARNACKI  CASE NUMBER: 99-38856
VICTIM: COLUMBIane HIGH SCHOOL  DATE OF REPORT: 04-27-99
OFFENSE: AQA/COLUMBIane HIGH SCHOOL TASK FORCE/ JEFFCO SHERIFF'S OFFICE

SUSPECT:

ERIC HARRIS
DYLAN KLEBOLD

WITNESS:

WITNESSES, COLUMBIane HIGH SCHOOL

1. JENKINS, SHELLY
   6131 West Rowland Place, Littleton, Co 80128, 303-971-0573
   Mother: Jenkins, Donna, 6131 West Rowland Place, Littleton, Co 80128, 303-971-0573
   Father: Jenkins, Derrik, 6131 West Rowland Place, Littleton, Co 80128, 303-971-0573.
   work: 303-784-4594

INVESTIGATION:

On 04-28-99 at 1615 hours I interviewed Shelly Jenkins in the presence of her mother at her home. Shelly
stated that her mother drove her to school on the morning of the 04-20-99 arriving at approximately 0730 hours.
Shelly stated she used the main entrance of the school and did not notice anything out of the ordinary. Shelly
stated that she had never seen ERIC HARRIS before. She had seen KLEBOLD before but never knew his name.
She stated she had heard about the "trench coat mafia" group. She knew one girl who was part of the group
named Lydia who she described as being very nice, having had contact with her in a class previously. She did
not see any of the members of this group between classes that morning. Shelly also knew another member of
the group by the name of Brian Sergeant. She stated she knew him personally but not very well.

Shelly stated she had a keyboarding class with Mr. Sanders during her fourth hour. This class is
downstairs and after it was finished, she walked directly into the cafeteria through the downstairs hallway. She
stated that it was approximately 1112 hours when she walked into the cafeteria. There were lots of kids in the
cafeteria already and she stated nothing was out of place. She described it as a pretty normal day. Shelly brought
her lunch so she sat down at a table immediately. She indicated on the attached diagram the table she thought
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she sat at and she added a list of kids that sat with her. She stated approximately five to seven minutes had passed after she sat down when a lot of kids got up and rushed to the west window. She thought it was another fight that they were watching. Then she heard loud bangs. She stated Mr. Sanders came into the cafeteria from the outside north west cafeteria exit door. Mr. Sanders yelled at everyone to get down. Shelly stated she and the others got on the floor under the table. She stated Mr. Sanders went back outside and then immediately came back in the cafeteria. They heard a lot of bangs and booms. Shelly stated that a lot of them thought it was a senior prank.

Shelly then heard some kids yell, "they have guns" She stated she and approximately 50 to 75 other kids ran east through the cafeteria to the kitchen area. She stated the two auditorium doors were closed. Mr. Andres was on the other side of the doors and pushed them open for all the kids to come through. She stated she ran into the auditorium and ran to the upper level of the auditorium and out into the hallway (north east portion of the auditorium). She stated that she heard gunfire as she ran toward the front door but stopped when she noticed that the window had been shot out of the front doors. She looked back over her shoulder and noticed that the barrier was closed in the hallway to the west of the auditorium doors. She stated she was with a lot of other kids when they left out the north exit near the gymnasium. She then ran to Clement Park.

Shelly stated she had a backpack with her and carried it outside. She stated she was wearing a black skirt with a gray sleeveless vest and black sleeveless shirt underneath. She had on black boots.

At this point Shelly's mother, Donna Jenkins, added that Shelly's 18 year old brother, Brad, was in the west parking lot during this time. Brad was there to pick up a friend. Mrs. Jenkins explained that Brad is not currently enrolled in Columbine High School. Mrs. Jenkins stated that Brad did see the two suspects with guns in the parking lot and at that time decided to leave the parking lot. Brad's date of birth is 06-24-80 and he can be reached at the Jenkins' home.
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Defendant: (Columbine shooting) Docket Number: 99A060 (L)
Date: 043099 Case Number: 99-7625
Deputy D.A.: Investigator: Mike Heylin

*****************************************************************

WITNESS:

Jared Jensen DOB: 040583
6554 S. Allison St.
Littleton, CO 80123
303-973-6016

c/o mother; Trashan Jensen (w) 303-979-4995
father: Dan Jensen (w) 303-937-4400

-CHS student, in cafeteria at table G, no info on suspects or duffle bags

INVESTIGATION:

On April 29, 1999 at 1603 hours I contacted Jared Jensen at his home for an interview. Jared's father, Dan, was present. Jared then told me the following:

* He is a freshman at Columbine High.

* When asked about Eric Harris, he said he has seen him around the school but does not know him. He thought Eric dressed normal for school.

* When asked about Dylan Klebold, he said he never has seen him in school and does not know him by face or name.

* He did not know [REDACTED] or [REDACTED].
* He has seen two to three students who dress in trench coats but was not aware of the formal name of Trench Coat Mafia.

* He did not see Eric, Dylan, or any other trench coat students at the school the day of the shooting.

* He did not see any objects out of place or suspicious persons in the school or cafeteria that day. When specifically asked, he did not see any duffle bags in the school or cafeteria.

* He got out of his 4th hour earth science class at 11:10 a.m. He went to his locker by the science area and then to Rebel Corner for his meal. He then went into the cafeteria with his meal and sat at a table in the middle by the south exit doors. Upon looking at the diagram, he thought it was table G or H. He was with Chris Masias, Lauren Tocci, Jocelyn (unknown last name) and Jennifer Ribble. (Ribble and Tocci's backpacks listed at table G.)

* He then noticed that a janitor was telling everyone to "get down." The janitor was between the south exit doors and the tables. He got on the floor and then saw smoke coming from out in the west parking lot behind the cars. Everyone then ran out of the cafeteria. He went up the stairs. He heard what he thought were five gunshots. He then ran down the hallway to the east and out the doors in the southeast part of the school (foreign language area).

This concluded my interview with Jared Jensen.
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Defendant: KLEBOLD/HARRIS
Date: MAY 18, 1999
Deputy D.A.: 

Docket Number: 
Case Number: 99A062
Investigator: DOYLE, PJ

***********************************************************************

FBI CASE 4-DN-57419

WITNESS CONTROL NUMBER 2716

JCSD CASE 99-7623

Reporting investigator, P.J. Doyle, is a commissioned peace officer employed by the District Attorney in the First Judicial District serving Jefferson and Gilpin Counties. I am currently assigned to assist in interviewing witnesses from Columbine High School.

On May 17, 1999 I spoke to Ben Johnson, a Freshman.
DOB: 11-21-83
7410 S. Webster Street
Littleton, CO 80128
303 972-6645
Dad is Ben Johnson, Sr.

Ben's father was present during the interview.

Ben told me the following:
He was at school all morning on the 20th of April. He has second hour free and went to the cafeteria at 8:30. He saw nothing unusual. He sat at table MM, and then went to his Spanish class.

Ben went back to the cafeteria for lunch at 11:10. He sat at a table close to the student store with Jason Hensley, Mike Foster, BJ Secord, Brook Allison and Braden Pollard.

Ben bought his lunch and then sat down. He'd been eating for about five minutes. The janitor told everyone to get under the table. Ben did. After about one minute, everyone started running out of the cafeteria. At first Ben thought there was a fight. He didn't hear any gunshots. He ran out of the door by the student store. He went to "some guy's" house. He just knocked on the door and didn't know who lived at the house. He stayed there until he was told to go to the library.

Ben said that he never heard gun shots. When he got to the house, he heard what sounded like a bomb, and the windows of the house were shaking.

Ben left his blue Eastpack in the cafeteria. In the back pack was his math book and some C.D.s. His school ID was also in the pack.

He never saw the shooter(s). He didn't know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold until he saw them on television. He didn't know what the TCM was all about until this incident. He had seen one guy, Robert Perry, in the halls last semester wearing a trench coat. Ben looked in his year book to get Perry's name. Ben said that he heard around school that had turned himself in.

The day of the shooting, Ben had worn shorts and a red Old Navy shirt. Ben doesn't use the Internet. He knows no one with a double pierced eyebrow. He noticed nothing unusual on the RNN.

A diagram of the cafeteria is attached to this report.
No further information at this time.

[Signature]

Investigator

Date: 5-18-99
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$\lambda = \text{beam Const} \# \frac{27}{6}$
05/17/99, 1010 hrs. Travis Jones was interviewed by Detective S.C. Shott #72049 (DPD) at his home. His mother, JoAnne was present and sat in on the interview.

Travis reported that he attended his 4th period class, which got out at 1110 hrs. He walked directly to the cafeteria area with his friend Quinn Boortz. They purchased lunch items at the Rebel Corner and sat at one of the three tables that were nearby. They were there for approximately five minutes when a janitor came up to them and told everyone to get down under the tables. Travis said that when he crouched down under the table he saw a flash of lights then a cloud of smoke coming from the senior parking lot. Approximately two minutes later he heard gunshots coming from the teacher’s area of the cafeteria. At this time, students began running from the cafeteria in all directions and towards the parking lot. Travis said that he followed suit and ran to the parking lot out the main door by the cafeteria. He continued running until he got to the junior parking lot then he ducked down in an irrigation ditch and waited. He stayed there for several minutes until a teacher came by and told everyone to go home.

Travis said that he left his backpack on the floor near the chair where he was sitting and he did not take it when he fled. He described his pack as a black “North Face” that contained misc. schoolbooks and items. He said that when he ran from the school, Quinn Boortz was with him.

Travis said that he does not know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold nor does he know any of the Trench Coat Mafia members. He did say that he was aware of the TCM and knew how they dressed and he has seen the group walking around at school. He could not recall if he saw any of the TCM members on the Monday prior to the shooting or on the day of the shooting. He did not see a duffel bag in the cafeteria and he did not see anyone bringing one in. Travis said that on the day of the incident, he was wearing a pair of green shorts, tennis shoes and an unknown type of shirt.

Travis said that after the incident and while attending Chatfield HS, he heard rumors that [REDACTED] was involved and could have been one of the shooters. He could not recall the source of the information, however.
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ADDITIONAL WITNESS:
Jorgensen, Katherine, dob/06-22-84
6265 South Eaton Court
Littleton, Colorado  80123
(303)794-2720
Student at Columbine High School

PARENTAL INFORMATION:
Jorgensen, Julie, dob/07-20-59
same as above / Work: (303) 932-2690

Jorgensen, Robert, dob/02-05-54
same as above / Work: (303) 753-7886

INVESTIGATION:
On 06-07-99, between the hours of 1507 and 1528, I had an opportunity to speak with Katherine Jorgensen in reference to the Columbine incident that occurred on 04-20-99. Also present at the interview was her mother, Julie Jorgensen.

Katherine explained that she arrived at school on 04-20-99, at about 0805 hours, and her mother had dropped her off at the main entrance of the school. Katherine attended her normal scheduled classes telling me that her fourth period class is choir taught by Mr. Andres, Jr. After being released from her fourth period class, about 1110 hours, Katherine proceeded to her locker, which is #800, and she described it as being right across from the library. After she went to her locker, Katherine said she went down to the cafeteria and arrived at about 1115 hours, where she placed her backpack on the table. I provided Katherine a diagram of the cafeteria at the school and asked if she could tell me which table she was seated at. Katherine, after looking at the diagram, told me she was seated at table "KK." I asked her who was seated at the table with her, and she told me her friends, Keira Odell and Nicole Ziccardi. After she placed her items on the table, she proceeded to Rebel Corner where she was going to get something to eat. After returning to the table, she told me her back was to the west windows of the cafeteria, and that she recants a janitor over near the food service line, and he was yelling at the students to get down. Katherine also recanted that she heard someone yell, "They've got guns," but she couldn't provide any information who yelled that.
I asked Katherine if she had any idea why she was being told to get down under the table by janitorial staff. She said at first she thought there was a fight, and she recalls shortly after they got down under the tables, that the students who were over near the west windows of the cafeteria got up and started to run east. She told me she was one of the first parties out of the cafeteria, and after she left her table, she ran up the stairs to the main level of the school, and ran east down the math/science hallway. Once she reached the east doors, she exited from the school and ran over to Leawood Park. Katherine explained that once she reached Leawood Park she heard explosions, and they didn’t stay at the park long, they went over to her friend, Lindsey Blair’s, house where they sought refuge in her home.

Katherine was asked while she was in the cafeteria, or after she had exited from the school, if she ever observed any gunmen at the school. She said she never observed any gunmen, but she heard a couple of gunshots and heard what she thought were explosions.

Using the map of the cafeteria area, I asked her if she observed two large duffle bags, one being blue and the other being an orange/brown color which were located in the central core area of the cafeteria. I asked her if she observed these bags or if she saw anyone bring the bags into the cafeteria. She was unable to provide any information about the bags.

Katherine was asked if she had observed anything out of the ordinary when she was at her locker prior to going down into the cafeteria at 11:15 hours. She said there was nothing out of the ordinary which would have led her to believe anything was wrong. I also asked her if she had any idea what the phrase of the day was at school. She said she did not know it. I asked if there were any rumors prior to 04-12-99, of anything that was going to occur. She could not provide any information. She was also asked if she specifically knew Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, or any associates of the Trench Coat Mafia. She said she did not know Harris or Klebold, and she did not know the Trench Coat Mafia existed until after this incident.

Katherine was asked if she could recall what she was wearing on 04-20-99. She said she was wearing a red tank top, a pair of blue jeans, and a pair of brown shoes. I asked her if she had left anything else behind when she left the cafeteria other than her backpack. She said there was no other personal property left behind.
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At the completion of my interview, I again verified with Katherine that she did not observe any gunmen while at the school, nor did she see the large duffle bags which were located in the central core of the cafeteria area. I also had her depict on the diagram of the cafeteria where she was seated and her escape route out of the cafeteria. A copy of that diagram is attached with this supplemental report.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
FBI Case #4-DN-57419/DN #2723.

DISPOSITION: Case open, pending further investigation.